Pokémemes No-Mega Tournament
Formats
The tournament will be in the Single Elimination format. If you lose, you’re out of the
tournament. Participants will have one battle each round, except from the finals, which will
have a best of three. The rounds leading up to the quarterfinals will be in the 3 VS 3 Singles
format (Flat Rules), while the quarterfinals and onwards will be in full 6 VS 6 Singles. There
will be a one week break in between the round before the quarterfinals and the
quarterfinals in which participants may make alterations to their teams. No team alterations
are allowed between any other round!

The ban list
The following pokémon are banned:


Mew



Mewtwo



Lugia



Ho-Oh



Celebi



Kyogre



Groudon



Rayquaza



Jirachi



Deoxys



Dialga



Palkia



Giratina



Phione



Manaphy



Darkrai



Shaymin



Arceus



Victini



Reshiram



Zekrom



Kyurem



Keldeo



Meloetta



Genesect



Xerneas



Yveltal



Zygarde



Diancie



(Hoopa)



(Volcanion)

Note: The above ban list is subject to change before quarterfinals starts, due to the change
in format.
The following items and group of items are banned:


BrightPowder



Lax Incense



Leppa Berry



Soul Dew



Mega Stones

The following moves are banned:


Acupressure



Double Team



Fissure



Guillotine



Horn Drill



Minimize



Sheer Cold

The following abilities are banned


Moody



Sand Veil



Snow Cloak

Disconnection
Disconnection, no matter if it’s intentionally or because of a bad internet connection, will
lead to disqualification of the one who disconnected. Make sure to have a stable internet
connection.

Registration and Time
To register for the tournament, go to the tournament website http://poke-tournaments.noip.org/index.php. Go to Tournaments  No Megas Tournament Participate. If you don’t
have a user on the site, you will have to create one, and then participate.
We’ll use Slack for communication between participants and admin during the tournament.
If you don’t have any prior experiences with Slack, visit https//slack.com/ for more
information.
Registration closes on 5th June, 12:00 UTC. The tournament starts on 6th June, 13:00 UTC.
Make sure to have your teams and strategies ready by the start of the tournament. It’ll be
held on the following Saturdays and Sundays. Round 1, and possibly 2 as well determined by
the amount of participants, will get done by the first weekend. Any participant that hasn’t
had their battle by then or contacted King Eman and/or their opponent to agree to a later
time to battle, will get disqualified.

Tournament Battles

Before initiating a battle in the tournament, contact an available admin. This admin will
watch the participants in-game with the purpose to see if anyone disconnects during the
battle.
If you see or suspect your opponent is breaking the rules in any way, like using a banned or
hacked pokémon, contact an available admin they will do what they deem necessary. Note
that some sort of proof is necessary in situations like these.
After the battle, at least one of the players shall save the battle on their Vs Recorder. The
battle video shall then be uploaded online and the battle video code will be sent to an
available admin.

Contact
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact King Eman or any of the other admins
either on Slack or the tournament website. We’ll be happy to answer your questions. Hope
to see you in the tournament. 

King Eman’s 3DS Friend Code: 2895-7710-6538
Tournament website: http://poke-tournaments.no-ip.org/index.php
Slack domain: https://pokememes.slack.com/

